
Inclusive Excellence Committee Meeting  
10 November 1107-1211 
  
In Attendance: Dr. Jamica Love, co-chair; Ms. Danielle Tolley, co-chair; LTC Alyssa 
Astphan; Cadet Warren Dabney; Cadet Fatoumata Diallo; Ms. Brenda Hartless; COL Sara 
Jones; COL Howard Sanborn; COL Tinni Sen;  LTC David Sigler  
 
Absent: COL Adrian Bogart; Ms. Di Han 
 

1. Dr. Love convened the meeting at 1107. LTC Astphan agreed to take notes until 
COL Sanborn arrived from an advising meeting with a student. Dr. Love noted 
that the previous meeting’s minutes would be distributed by Ms. Tolley in the 
future.  

2. Dr. Love reviewed the draft timeline for meeting goals after having spoken with 
the Institute Policy Group. She also detailed edits to the Goals and Objectives 
listed in the VMI Inclusive Excellence: One Virginia Strategic Plan: 
• Goal 3, Objective 1, Tasks 2 and 7 were combined, which is now reflected as 

Task 2.  
• Goal 3, Objective 1, Task 6 added “monetary research” regarding incentivizing 

research. 
• Goal 3, Objective 1, Task 5 added “co-curricular,” and added Commandant as 

the responsible office for co-curricular activities. 
• Goal 3, Objective 2, Task 1 “seek out opportunities and certifications.” 

3. The committee considered how it might define cultural competencies and set a 
DE&I mission for the committee. One suggestion was of a competency of lifelong 
learning would affirm that all members VMI community are in a different place in 
their journeys to cultural competence.  

4. Members of the committee discussed the importance of understanding the 
cultural backgrounds and experiences of all individuals. They also considered how 
to address the problems that implicit bias poses to student learning and well-
being, as well as the need for the intervention of bystanders when they observe 
discriminatory or prejudiced interactions. Members discussed how to define 
respect and civility, which naturally tie back to the VMI ethos of honor and 
respect for others, and for individuals to use status or rank to support others. Dr. 
Love noted that diversity is an umbrella, that a lot of people of many different 
backgrounds should be included in the conversation. 

5. Dr. Love indicated that she hoped the committee could review a draft of several, 
proposed cultural competencies, then turn to finishing the timeline for the goals 
and objectives listed in the VMI Inclusive Excellence: One Virginia Strategic Plan. 



Dr. Love planned to send the draft of the proposed cultural competencies to the 
committee for comments before presenting them to the Institute Policy Group. 

6. Dr. Love asked members to review the new webpages that detail DE&I efforts on 
post. Committee members suggested that the pages display, prominently, the 
diversity dashboard, list committee members alphabetically instead of by rank, 
post meeting minutes, and adjust dates for meetings as needed. 

7. Dr. Love confirmed that the committee would not be meeting on Wednesday, 24 
November. 

8. Dr. Love adjourned the meeting at 1211. 
 
 
 
 


